PEDZ TRAINING TEST A – PEDZ TAG – ANSWER SHEET
Note: Quiz assumes use of a Pedz (not Hugs) tag

Name: _________________________________________Date: __________________
T or F

When a patient leaves the hospital, it is necessary to discharge the Pedz tag from the
system (at the PC) before it is removed from the patient.

T or F

The Pedz tag must be removed before the patient takes a bath or shower. (Tag is
waterproof)

Tor F

The Pedz tag can only be applied to the patient’s wrist. (Acceptable to apply to either
the wrist or the ankle)

T or F

The Pedz tag should always be removed before the patient leaves the safe area. (Tag
can be put in Transport and left on in most cases)

T or F

A “heartbeat” is sent by the Pedz tag to ensure that it is working properly.

T or F

The Pedz tag can be soaked for cleaning.

T or F

To save time, it OK to use scissors to cut the Pedz band. (should always use the removal
key)

T or F

The Pedz System should be explained to the patient’s family.

T or F

If a Pedz tag is too tight, and the band needs to be changed, you must discharge the tag
and get both a new tag and a new band. (Use the Suspend Tamper feature)

How tight should a Pedz tag be? It should not be able to slip off the wrist or the ankle.
How often should you assess the Pedz tag? At least once per shift.
When is the “Transport” function used? To take a patient out of the protected area without causing an
alarm – X-ray, test, therapy, etc.
When will a “Tamper Alarm” sound? When the band on the tag is cut or pulled on

